Dosimetric consequences of a translational isocenter correction based on image guidance for intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) of the prostate.
Interfractional prostate motion during radiotherapy can have deleterious clinical consequences. It has become clinical practice to re-position the patient according to ultrasound or other imaging techniques. We investigated the dosimetric consequences of the linear translational position correction (isocenter correction) when a conformal IMRT technique with nine fields was used. Treatment plans of seven patients with empty and distended rectums were analyzed. The reference plans were calculated on the CT with an empty rectum. The treatment plans were transferred to a second CT with a distended rectum for an uncorrected setup of the patient referenced to bony anatomy and a corrected setup after translational position correction of the isocenter. The dosimetric consequences (with and without correction) were analyzed. For single treatment fractions, organ motion decreased the volume of the prostate encompassed by the 95% isodose (V95%) by up to -24%-p (percentage points). The mean rectum dose increased by up to 41%-p. Linear translational correction increased V95% of the prostate by up to 17%-p while the mean rectum dose was reduced by up to -23%-p compared to the uncorrected setup. Linear translational correction can improve radiation treatment accuracy for prostate cancer if geometrical changes are within certain limits.